Need to Know by Karen Cleveland – Discussion Guide
You get to work. Make a coffee. Open your computer.
Your task: hack a Russian Operative’s computer and access a document revealing his five US sleeper
agents. You’re in.
Five faces stare back at you. One of them is your husband…
Vivian has vowed to defend her country against all enemies, foreign and domestic. But now she’s facing
impossible choices. Torn between loyalty and betrayal, allegiance and treason, love and suspicion, who
can she trust?

Discussion points (spoilers included)


The title of the novel points to Vivian’s pursuit of the truth and her drive to determine what
matters most to her. Ultimately, what are the things Vivian needs to know about her career and
about her marriage?



Did you believe Matt when he assured Vivian that his intentions were pure? Were you
suspicious of him at any point in the novel? Why?



Early in the novel, Vivian is asked to make a decision that pits her loyalty to her country against
her loyalty to her family. Does she end up choosing between them, or does she manage to
reconcile the two? What would you have done in her shoes?



Vivian tampers with confidential CIA files and programs multiple times throughout the novel.
Were the things she did unethical or justified? Did she jeopardize the nation’s security?



Vivian and Matt both serve their respective countries, albeit in different ways. How do their
national alliances affect their lives? Do their allegiances change over the course of the novel?



Vivian wants to provide the best life possible for her children, and she will do anything to
protect them. But if Vivian had not had children to consider, do you think she would have made
the same choices?



Do the events of the novel irreversibly change Vivian and Matt’s relationship?



Karen Cleveland was a CIA analyst herself. Think about the scenes where Vivian is inside the CIA
headquarters – what details interested or surprised you? Did you feel you had an inside
perspective into the processes of the CIA?



Discuss the ambivalence Vivian feels about returning to the CIA after having a year off with her
family. Why do you think Vivian decides to go back to work at the end of the novel?



The epilogue introduces a foreboding scene that potentially calls into question the resolution of
the story. How did you interpret it? Are Vivian and her family in danger again?

